Overexpression of human genes in Drosophila melanogaster by using GAL4 UAS system.
Many human genes determined by genomic sequencing have only few information about their functions. To fill this knowledge gap, the powerful Drosophila genetics was set as a model to elucidate human gene functions effectively. By using germline transformation together with GAL4-UAS system, we studied the possibility of expressing and functionally characterization of human genes in Drosophila. Fifty-four transgenic fly lines corresponding to 10 human genes have been established. When expressed individually by crossing to an array of 6 different GAL4 driver lines, one of these genes, the translation elongation factor 1 alpha 1 (EF1 alpha-1), resulted in abnormal notum and rough eye phenotypes. This study implies the feasibility of systematically screening human gene functions by overexpression in Drosophila.